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PRIMARY ONE 

Primary 1 have settled in well and are coping with the new routine. They have 

enjoyed paired reading sessions with Primary 4 and Primary 5 classes.  

They have learned some of their phonic sounds and have used water with paint 

brushes and chalks to explore sounds outside. 

Primary 1 have taken pleasure in their outdoor learning sessions where they 

work together and experience various aspects of outdoor learning.  

Postperson Pearl came in to visit and read the Jolly Postman to help with their 

community topic. 

 

 

  

 

PRIMARY TWO 

This term primary 2B have been learning about many different things. Their 

topic is the night and they have been learning about nocturnal animals and why 

they need sleep.  

In reading they have been doing paired reading with primary 5. They visited the 

Inverurie library and borrowed a book for in class. 

Primary 2 have been introduced to Maths- No Problem! which is the new type of 

maths everyone is now using in school. To help primary 2, they have been using 

practical objects to help when adding and ordering numbers. 

 

PRIMARY THREE 

All the children have settled well into Primary 3 and are working hard. They 

have been learning all about farming, such as looking at different farm animals 

and farms in the past and present. Primary 3 will be learning all about different 

types of farms and learning about the journey from farm to fork for the coming 

week. 



 

PRIMARY FOUR 

 P4 have been learning all about Chocolate! They have investigated the history 

of chocolate and discovered that it was only for the wealthiest Aztecs and that 

the Mayan tribe added chilli to their xocoatl. They learned about the legend of 

Quetzocoatl, The God of Chocolate, and made colourful masks to represent him.  

In class they used maps to investigate where cocoa trees grow and watched 

documentaries about what happens when the cocoa is harvested and made into 

chocolate. They showed off their knowledge about different types of Cadbury 

chocolate and learned that they can make 4 billion chocolate buttons in 24 

hours! They learned all about how Fairtrade helps farmers to support their 

families and improve access to clean water, education and electricity in their 

communities. Their posters encouraging people to buy Fairtrade chocolate have 

been a huge success, you can see them around school.  They are also looking 

forward to taste testing chocolate and building model chocolate factories. 

 

PRIMARY FIVE 

Primary 5 have enjoyed learning about rainforests! We began by finding out 

what a rainforest is and, using our map reading skills we investigated where in 

the world the rainforests are. It was interesting to find out that all the 

rainforests are near the equator. We have learned that rainforests have four 

layers: emergent, canopy, understory and forest floor, and that there are a 

variety of animals that live in each layer. We enjoyed researching some of these 

animals and were especially interested in how each rainforest has some species 

of animal that aren't found anywhere else in the world. We are using our 

research to create our own animals at home. Miss Stewart and Miss Power can't 

wait to see these! We have also learned about people who have rainforests as a 

home. We researched three tribes: the Pygmy tribe of West and Central 

Africa, the Huli tribe of Papa New Guinea and the Yanomami tribe of South 

America. We worked in pairs to create a poster about one of the tribes and 

shared these with the class. We liked that even though there were pairs who 

researched the same tribe, all the posters turned out very differently. 

 

 

 



PRIMARY SIX 

Primary six have been learning about the Victorians. They have been studying 

the novel Street Child by Berlie Doherty. This book follows the story of Jim 

Jarvis who is just a little boy when his mother dies, leaving him alone.  Initially 

rounded up and taken to the workhouse, Jim soon escapes and finds a way of 

survival – and some friends.  Surviving as a child in such a dangerous 

environment is tough. They are now exploring how Jim can stay out of trouble.  

Doherty makes the past come vividly alive in this story and has encouraged 

young readers to fight injustice. As part of this study they have created 

setting descriptions, newspaper reports and how to put things into chronological 

order. 

Primary 6 have also been learning about the lives of Victorian children, Queen 

Victoria and Victorian inventions.  To demonstrate their learning, they have used 

digital applications such as Apple Clicks, Puppet Pals and will be using green 

screens towards the end of term. 

 

 

PRIMARY SEVEN 

In topic, Primary 7 are learning about extreme earth, like volcanoes, 

earthquakes, tsunamis, tornadoes, hurricane and forest fires.  They were 

learning about earthquakes and tectonic plates, so P7 made structures out of 

toothpicks and sweets. They also made a seismograph.  

One of the things they have enjoyed in Primary seven so far is their Roald Dahl 

assembly.  We practised scenes of their favourite Roald Dahl books, we 

preformed this assembly to the whole school and some of their parents, we 

performed on Roald Dahl’s birthday.  

In maths, P7 have enjoyed doing BODMAS and Multiply by a two-digit number, 

they have also been doing some problem solving and working on their times 

tables.  

In literacy, P7 have been writing scripts and have been learning more about the 

features of a script. P7 are going to use their scripts in a newsroom about an 

earthquake of their choice. 

Primary 7 made Mr. Men and Little Misses for the teachers for reading month 

and they had a blast. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What P7 have defined Cyberbullying as: 

Cyber bullying is when you are online and someone else is sending you hurtful and 

rude messages that can make you feel a bit down and sad. When people send you 

nasty messages it can make you angry and can cause very difficult situations 

which could cause arguments between friends.  

The apps that people are using for cyber bullying are Snapchat, Whatsapp and 

Tiktok. 

Snapchat: Snapchat is an app where you can take pictures and send them to your 

friends and family, which after a certain time the picture disappears. You can 

also send chats to your friends and these will disappear too.  

However, sometimes people can get in fights and people are cyber bullying by 

taking embarrassing photos of you and share them with their friends. 

Whatsapp: Whatsapp is where you can facetime, call and text people, plus you 

can make group chats with as many people as you want. 

But just like Snapchat you can get in fights with people and if someone is rude 

to you, you should ether tell an adult or delete the app, making sure you don’t 

have them on other apps. 

Tiktok: Tiktok is an app when you lip-sync to your favourite song and if you don’t 

want these videos to be seen you can make your profile private. You can also 

make group chats on this app.  

What parents can do?  

You can check over your child’s apps to make sure they are being sensible and 

respectful to others who are using the app. Before your child adds any friends 



online make sure they have met them in person because they might not be who 

they say they are.  If you are not happy with what is being shared with your 

child, you can make your child’s profile private. The most important way to keep 

children safe online is just to talk to your child about what is going on and do an 

occasional check up on different apps.  

We have included a website that has 5 different apps to help keep children safe 

online. 

https://www.educationalappstore.com/best-apps/5-best-apps-to-keep-your-

kids-screen-time-safe 
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